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APPEARANCE INTRODUCTION
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When charging,red light on. When fully charged,red light go out. 
The first charging time is recommended for about 3 hours. 
After that, it can be filled for about 1.5-2 hours per charge. 

HOW TO CHARGE

Support Power Bank(�����������	�
��
�	�
���	�	��)

(Support for charging while using)
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TURN ON/OFF
Press the power button for 3 seconds to 5 seconds to turn it On/
Off, short press to enter standby mode, it will continue to 
consume electricity

Turn on/off

startup screen

Shut down screen
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INTRODUCATION

(Note: When using the projector to connect to a device for the first time to 
play a video or picture, please connect the projector and device to the 
same network. When you use it for the second time, it will automatically 
connect to the previously connected network. If you change the network, 
you need to reset it. If you only need to play SD card or U disk file, you can 
play it without network.)

Android: Enable miraccast for Android evices to project your data.

Apple: Connect your Apple device and use airplay to project your 
data.

Windows: Connect windows devices, enable their miraccast 
function to project your data.

Player: Play data from memory card and USB flash drive

DLNA: Project the video playing in the background of device 
(device and projector need to be connected to the same wifi) 

Settings: Wifi setting,brightness setting,langiage,online update, 
device info
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CONNECT TO WIFI
Enter “setting”         on the desktop,find “Wi-fi Setting”,enter,then it 
will searching available wifi.

Enter wifi setting

Searching,Do not press any key

searching....

Input the password,and enter eI t the passwo d ndInput the password an  ndput the password,an

After you enter the password for 1 or 
2 min, if  succeed in connecting, the 
wifi id will appear here. After you 
press return, the wifi id will diasppear 
and remembered by systerm.
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MIRRO SCREEN-ANDROID PHONES 
MIRACAST

1.Press Android icon
（Take Samsung mobile phone as an example）

After entering Android,you will see Miracast is waiting for 
connection
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2.Slide the phone, go to the shortcut bar and enter the Smartview

3.Waiting for search,choose Aikun-AP100W to connect, Done. 
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Note: Android Miracast has different names in different brand 
cellphone: Multi-screen interactive or wireless sharing (Huawei, 
vivo) wireless display (oppo, xiaomi); smart view (Samsung), 
projection screen or screen cast, and so on.Make sure you can 
find where is Miracast in your cellphone, then you will connect to 
the projector easily.
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IPHONE WIRED CONNECTION(OTG)

1.Click Apple icon in the desktop.
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3. Connect the OTG Micro port to the 
    projector charging port, and then 
    connect the Apple data cable to the 
    USB port of the OTG.

4. After a few seconds, the phone will 
    prompt: whether to trust this device, 
    choose trust,then the projector will 
    work soon.                              
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IPHONE/IPAD-WIRELESS CONNECTION-IN 
WIFI

1.connect the projector and iphone/ipad to the same wifi.
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2.select the Apple icon in the desktop to enter,then select the 
   wireless connection to enter (wait for the wifi name in the 
   upper right corner of the screen)
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3. Slide iphone from bottom to top, find AirPlay enter it,Search 
    for AP-100W-XXXXXX,click it to connect,done.
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IPHONE/IPAD-WIRELESS CONNECTION-
OUT OF WIFI

1.Click the apple icon in the desktop,then choose wireless 
   connection to enter.
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2.Iphone seached for the wifi Aikun AP-100W and connect to. 
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3.Slide iphone from bottom to top, find AirPlay enter it,Search 
   for AP-100W-XXXXXX,click it to connect,done.
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DLNA BACKGROUND PROJECTION 
(ANDROID AND APPLE) 

1.Connect the projector and Apple devices to the same wifi.
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2.Back to desktop,enter DLNA（Wait for the wifi name in 
   the upper right corner of the screen)cor
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3.Open a video，click the icon of video push‘TV’.

4.Search for AP-100W-XXXXXX,click it to connnect,done.

In DLNA mode,you can project video in the background.

Note: The video push icon for different video players may vary.
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IMAC-WIRELESS CONNECTION 

1.connect the projector and imac to the same wifi.

2.Back to desktop-enter wireless connection（Wait for the wifi 
   name in the upper right corner of the screen)

            

3.Click airplay,search for AP-100W-XXXXXX and connect,done.
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WINDOWS PC CONNECTION

1.Connect the projector and Windows devices to the same wifi.
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2.Back to desktop,enter Windows（Wait for the wifi name in the 
   upper right corner of the screen)r of
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3.Press windows+P in windows deivecs to open project setting,
   choose any mode,then click ‘Connect to a wireless display’

            

4. Search for AP-100W-XXXXXX ,click it to connnect,done.
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MEDIA PLAYER
Insert SD card or U DIsk(you need to connect with OTG cable)，
Select “Player” on the desktop to play videos and pictures (Hard 
disk reading is not supported)

1. Use SD card or U disk to play, you can use the up and down 
    keys on the projector to adjust the volume, left and right 
    buttons to move forward and backward.

2. Video format support: MKV, AVI, MP4, TS, MPEG, .WMV, 
    MOV, FLV, VOB, 3GP. Image format support: PNG, JPEG

3. If the format you downloaded is not supported, please convert 
    the format before playing. 
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